To further its public fire safety outreach efforts, the NYS Office of Fire Prevention and Control, routinely releases **OFPC Safety Alerts** containing valuable consumer related information pertaining to fire dangers and hazards.


Alerts will often disseminate information released by fellow safety organizations such as the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the New York State Consumer Protection Board.

OFPC recommends that colleges and universities monitor these important safety bulletins in order to stay up to date in their endeavors to maintain a fire safe environment for their students, faculty and staff.

**‘Prevention Through Education’**

*NYS Executive Law §156* The office of fire and control shall be empowered to... provide such public education and information programs, studies and reports as the state fire administrator may determine in furtherance of the provision of this article.